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Low-energy effective Lagrangian from nonminimal supergravity with unified gauge symmetry

Yoshiharu Kawamura
Department of Physics, Shinshu University, Matsumoto, 390 Japan

~Received 1 August 1995!

From general supergravity theory with unified gauge symmetry, we obtain the low-energy effective Lagrang-
ian by taking the flat limit and integrating out the superheavy fields in a model-independent manner. The scalar
potential possesses some excellent features. Some light fields classified by using a supersymmetric fermion
mass, in general, would get intermediate masses at the tree level after the supersymmetry is broken. We show
that the stability of the weak scale can be guaranteed under some conditions. There exist extra nonuniversal
contributions to soft supersymmetry-breaking terms which can give an impact on phenomenological study.

PACS number~s!: 04.65.1e, 12.10.2g, 12.60.Jv
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I. INTRODUCTION

The minimal supersymmetric standard model~MSSM! is
the most attractive candidate for a realistic theory beyond
standard model. The naturalness problem is elegantly so
by the introduction of supersymmetry~SUSY! @1#. SUSY
requires new particles called ‘‘superpartners,’’ whose mas
are free parameters in the MSSM,1 but are estimated as a
most of order 1 TeV from the naturalness argument. T
search for ‘‘superpartners’’ is one of the main purposes of
experimental projects using huge colliders, which have be
planned now@2#.

It is, however, believed that the MSSM is not the ultima
theory because there are many problems not solved by
Here we pick out two problems. First, the MSSM lacks pr
dictability since there are so many free parameters which
be fixed only by experiments for the present, such as ga
couplings, Yukawa couplings, and soft SUSY-breaking p
rameters. Second, the mechanism of SUSY breaking is
explained. This problem is partly related to the first one sin
the pattern of soft SUSY-breaking terms depends on
SUSY-breaking mechanism.

It is expected that they are solved in a more fundamen
theory. Supergravity~SUGRA! @3# is an attractive candidate
When we take SUGRA as an effective theory at the Plan
scaleMPl , SUGRA offers the following interesting scenari
@4#. SUSY is spontaneously or dynamically broken in th
so-called hidden sector and the effect is transported to
observable sector by the gravitational interaction. In this s
nario, the form of soft SUSY-breaking terms is determin
by the structure of SUGRA.

The analyses based on the MSSM motivated by a minim
SUGRA are energetically investigated@5#. They are highly
constrained by the assumption that the soft SUSY-break
parameters are universal at the gravitational scaleM or a
unification scaleMX . It is quite interesting because th
theory has high predictabilities and is testable enough, bu
is not necessarily realistic. Let us list the reasons. First
assumption of a universal scalar mass is motivated by

1In this paper, we do not assume universality of the soft SUS
breaking parameters from the beginning when we use the termi
ogy ‘‘MSSM.’’
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fact that flavor-changing neutral current~FCNC! processes
are suppressed experimentally@6#. However, we can relax
this assumption since the suppression of FCNC process
due to SUSY particle loops requires only degeneracy amon
squarks with the same flavor. Second there is no strong re
son that the realistic SUGRA takes the minimal structure. I
fact, the effective SUGRA’s derived from superstring theo
ries~SST’s! have, in general, nonminimal structures and the
can lead to effective theories with nonuniversal soft param
eters@7#. And it was pointed out that higher order corrections
generally destroy the minimal form of the Ka¨hler potential
@8#. Last the effects of SUSY grand unified theory~GUT!
were little considered although SUSY GUT@9# has been
hopeful as a realistic theory. The unification dogma@10# has
merit in that the number of independent parameters is re
duced due to a large gauge symmetry. Further SUSY SU~5!
GUT is supported by the experiments@11# at the CERN
e1e2 collider LEP and predicts a long lifetime of nucleons
consistent with the present data@12#. Even if we take a mini-
mal SUGRA as a starting point, the radiative correction from
M to MX changes the universal form of SUSY-breaking
terms into a nonuniversal one. These renormalization effec
were discussed@13#, but we need to consider effects on the
symmetry breaking further. It is shown that new contribu
tions to SUSY-breaking terms can appear at the tree lev
after integrating out superheavy fields@14#. Analyses includ-
ing the effects were started recently@15#.

Now we should stress the importance of studying the so
SUSY-breaking terms. The reason is that they can be a po
erful probe to SUSY GUT, SUGRA, and/or SST since the
weak scale SUSY spectrum can directly reflect the physics
very high energies. For example, we can check the GU
scenario experimentally by measuring the gaugino mass
@16#. Also, the scalar mass spectrum has certain ‘‘sum rules
specific to symmetry-breaking patterns@17#. Therefore, pre-
cision measurements of the SUSY spectrum are very impo
tant. And it is a meaningful subject to obtain the low-energy
theory in a more general framework and to grasp the pec
liarities concerning the SUSY-breaking terms in advance.

In this paper, we derive the low-energy effective theory
from nonminimal SUGRA with unified gauge symmetry. We
write down the theory in terms of SUGRA in order to get
information on the structure of SUGRA directly. The starting
SUGRA has a more general structure than those consider
before @18,19,14#; i.e., the Kähler potential is nonminimal
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and we do not impose ahiddenansatz on the superpotential
Here thehiddenansatz means that the superpotential is sep
rate from the hidden sector to the visible one. Then dang
ous terms, which destabilize the gauge hierarchy, genera
appear at the tree level. We discuss conditions that the h
archy is preserved, and take the flat limit and integrate o
superheavy fields without identifyingMX with M . We find
various contributions to the SUSY-breaking terms. It
shown that our result reduces to that obtained in Ref.@14# in
the limit MX /M→0 when we take a certain type of tota
Kähler potential.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we fir
review the low-energy effective Lagrangians from SUGR
following the historical development. We derive the low
energy effective scalar potential starting from SUGRAwith
general total Ka¨hler potential and unified gauge symmetry i
Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we discussD-term contributions to scalar
masses and make clear the relation between our result
that in Ref.@14#. Section V is devoted to conclusions.

II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

A. Scalar sector in SUGRA

We begin by reviewing the scalar sector in SUGRA@3#. It
is specified by two functions, the total Ka¨hler potential
G(z,z* ) and the gauge kinetic functionf ab(z) with a, b
being indices of the adjoint representation of the gau
group. The former is a sum of the Ka¨hler potentialK and
~the logarithm of! the superpotentialWSG such as

G~z,z* !5K~z,z* !1M2lnuWSG~z!/M3u2. ~1!

We have denoted the scalar components of chiral multipl
by zI and their complex conjugates byzJ* . The scalar poten-
tial is given by

V5M2eG/M
2
U1

1

2
~Ref21!abD

aDb, ~2!

where

U5GI~K21! I
JGJ23M2, ~3!

Da5GI~T
az! I5~z†Ta!JG

J. ~4!

Here GI5]G/]zI , GJ5]G/]zJ* , etc., andTa are gauge
transformation generators. Also (Ref21)ab and (K21) I

J are
the inverse matrices of Ref ab andKI

J respectively, and sum-
mation overa, . . . andI , . . . is understood.

Let us next summarize our requirements on the SUS
breaking. The gravitino massm3/2 is given by

m3/25 K eK/2M2WSG

M2 L , ~5!

where angular brackets denote the vacuum expectation va
~VEV! of the quantity. We identify the gravitino mass with
the weak scale. TheF auxiliary fields of the chiral multiplets
are defined asFI[MeG/2M

2
(K21)J

I GJ and we require that
those VEV’s should satisfŷFI&<O(m3/2M ). It follows that
^GI&,^G

J&<O(M ) and ^U&<O(M2). Note that we allow
.
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the nonzero vacuum energŷV& of order m3/2
2 M2 at this

level, which could be canceled by quantum corrections. We
can show that the VEV’s of theD auxiliary fields become
very small,̂ Da&<O(m3/2

2 ), as will be shown in Appendix A.
We shall call the fields which induce the SUSY breaking
‘‘hidden fields’’ and denote those scalar components andF
components asz̃i andF̃ i , respectively. We require that those
VEV’s should satisfŷ z̃i&5O(M ) and^F̃ i&5O(m3/2M ). We
shall call the rest ‘‘observable fields’’ and denote the scalar
components aszk.

B. Effective theories from minimal SUGRA

Minimal SUGRA has a canonical Ka¨hler potential
K5uzku21uz̃i u2. We take thehiddenansatz for the superpo-
tential asWSG5W(z)1W̃( z̃). After we take the flat limit,
i.e.,M→` butm3/2 kept finite, we obtain a scalar potential
such as@4#

V5VSUSY1Vsoft, ~6!

VSUSY5U]Ŵ
]zkU21 1

2
ga
2@zk* ~Ta!l

kzl#2, ~7!

Vsoft5AŴ1Bzk
]Ŵ

]zk 1H.c.1uBu2zk* z
k, ~8!

whereŴ is defined asŴ[^exp(K/2M2)&W. VSUSY stands
for the supersymmetric part, whileV soft contains the soft
SUSY-breaking terms. The parametersA andB are written
as

A5
^F̃ i&^Ki&
M2 23m3/2* , ~9!

B5m3/2* . ~10!

This form of SUSY-breaking terms is referred to as ‘‘univer-
sal.’’

The low-energy scalar potential is obtained from minimal
SUGRA with a unified gauge symmetry by taking the flat
limit and integrating out superheavy fields simultaneously on
the postulation that the unification scaleMX is identified with
M @18#:

Veff5VSUSY
eff 1Vsoft

eff , ~11!

VSUSY
eff 5U]Ŵeff

]zk
U21 1

2
ga
2@zk* ~Ta! l

kzl #2, ~12!

Vsoft
eff 5AŴeff1Bzk

]Ŵeff

]zk
1H.c.1uBu2zk* z

k1DV, ~13!

DV[23AŴeff1Azk
]Ŵeff

]zk
1H.c., ~14!
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wherezk are the light scalar fields,2 a is the index of genera-

tors of unbroken gauge group, andŴeff is the superpotential

Ŵ with the extremum values for superheavy fields plugg
in. The scalar mass terms are still universal with the sa
massB.3

The universal structure of the low-energy Lagrangian l
to a number of strong conclusions, like the natural absenc
flavor-changing neutral currents@6# or the radiative breaking
scenario due to the heavy top quark@20#. Because of these
successes, the phenomenological analysis has become p
lar based on SUSY models with universal soft SUS
breaking terms@5#. However, it becomes increasingly appa
ent that SUGRA may not have the minimal form, and it
important to study the consequences on the low-energy
fective Lagrangian.

C. Effective theories from nonminimal SUGRA

The scalar potential is also obtained from nonminim
SUGRA @21#:

V~non!5VSUSY
~non! 1Vsoft

~non! , ~15!

VSUSY
~non! 5U]Ŵ

]zk U21 1

2
ga
2@zk* ~Ta!l

kzl#2, ~16!

Vsoft
~non!5AŴ 1Bk~z!

]Ŵ

]zk 1H.c.1Bk~z!Bk~z!1C~z,z* !,

~17!

where

Bk~z!5m3/2* zk2Kj
k^F̃ j&, ~18!

C~z,z* !52^F̃ i&d2Ki
j^F̃ j* &

1H 1

M2 ^F̃ i&^Ki
j&^F̃ j* &23um3/2u2J d2K

1m3/2̂ F̃
i&d2Ki1H.c.

2A$m3/2H~z!2^F̃ i* &Hi~z!%1H.c., ~19!

in the case that we take thehiddenansatz. HereŴ is defined
as

Ŵ [Ŵ1m3/2H~z!2^F̃ i* &Hi~z!, ~20!

whereH(z) is the holomorphic part ofzk in K. And d2K,
d2Ki , and d2Ki

j are the quantities of orderm3/2
2 , m3/2

2 /M ,
andm3/2

2 /M2 in K, Ki , andKi
j , respectively. Note that the

2Hall et al.assumed that the supersymmetric masses of light fie
from the superpotential are zero. It is straightforward to genera
their analysis into the case that the light fields have nonzero
O(m3/2) masses.
3Throughout this subsection, it is assumed that the vacuum en

^V& vanishes. In the presence of the vacuum energy, the valu
scalar massuBu2 is replaced byuBu21^V&/M2.
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SUSY-breaking terms show a nonuniversal form. As an ex-
cellent feature, them parameter of orderm3/2 originates in
the second and third terms in Eq.~20! @22#.

When thehiddenansatz is taken off, the following extra
terms should be added:

]Ŵ *

] z̃i*
^~K21! i

j&
]Ŵ

] z̃j
1DC~z,z* !1^F̃ i&

]Ŵ

] z̃i
1H.c.,

~21!

whereDC(z,z* ) is a bilinear polynomial ofz andz* . The
magnitude of the third term and its Hermitian conjugate can
be of orderm3/2

3 M , and so a large mixing mass of Higgs
doublets can be introduced. Hence we need to impose the
condition

^F̃ i&
]Ŵ

] z̃i
5O~m3/2

4 ! ~22!

to guarantee the stability of the weak scale.
Effective theories based on nonminimal SUGRAwith uni-

fied gauge symmetry also have been studied in the literature,
but a complete analysis has not been carried out yet. For
example, Hallet al. showed that the universality of scalar
masses is preserved in SUGRA whose Ka¨hler potential has
U(n) symmetry among then chiral fields@18#. Drees studied
the low-energy theory based on SUGRAwith a noncanonical
kinetic function parametrized by one chiral field which trig-
gers the SUSY breaking@19#.

As a recent development, the low-energy effective theory
has been derived from SUSY GUT with a certain type of
nonuniversal soft SUSY-breaking terms, which can be de-
rived from a certain type of nonminimal SUGRA with uni-
fied gauge symmetry and thehiddenansatz by taking the flat
limit first @14#,

Veff~non!5VSUSY
eff~non!1Vsoft

eff~non! , ~23!

VSUSY
eff~non!5U]Ŵ eff

]zk
U21 1

2
ga
2@zk* ~Ta! l

kzl #2, ~24!

Vsoft
eff~non!5AŴ eff1Bk~z!eff

]Ŵ eff

]zk
1H.c.

1Bk~z!effBk~z!eff1C~z,z* !eff

1DV~non!, ~25!

where Ŵ eff , B
k(z)eff , andC(z,z* )eff are Ŵ , Bk(z), and

C(z,z* ) with the extremum values for superheavy fields
plugged in, andDV(non) is a sum of extra contributions spe-
cific to the extra gauge symmetry breaking. The most impor-
tant one is aD-term contribution to the scalar masses.4 In the
absence of a Fayet-IliopoulosD term, sizableD-term contri-
butions can appear under the following conditions.~1! SUSYlds

lize
but

ergy
e of

4Historically, it was demonstrated that theD-term contribution
occurs when the gauge symmetry is broken at an intermediate scale
due to the nonuniversal soft scalar masses in Ref.@23# and its ex-
istence in a more general situation was suggested in Ref.@24#.
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GUT has nonuniversal soft SUSY-breaking terms.~2! The
rank of the gauge group is reduced by the gauge symm
breaking. As the other feature, the gauge hierarchy achie
by a fine-tuning in the superpotential is preserved for SUS
GUT models derived from the SUGRA with thehiddenan-
satz and no light observable singlets after the SUSY bre
ing.

In the next section, we derive the low-energy scalar p
tential from a more general SUGRA and write it down
terms of SUGRA.

III. DERIVATION OF THE EFFECTIVE LAGRANGIAN

A. Basic assumptions

We shall first list our basic assumptions based on the h
den sector SUSY-breaking scenario.

~1! At the gravitational scaleM , the theory is described
effectively as nonminimal SUGRA with a certain unifie
gauge symmetry whose Ka¨hler potential and superpotentia
are given as

K5K̃~ z̃,z̃* !1L~z,z* ; z̃,z̃* !1H~z; z̃,z̃* !1H.c. ~26!

and

WSG5W̃~ z̃!1W~z,z̃!, ~27!

W~z,z̃![
1

2
mkl~ z̃!zkzl1

1

3!
f klm~ z̃!zkzlzm1•••,

~28!

respectively. Here the ellipsis stands for terms of higher
ders inz. The gauge group is not necessarily grand unifi
into a simple group. The theory has no Fayet-Iliopoulos U~1!
D term for simplicity.5

~2! SUSY is spontaneously broken by theF-term conden-
sation in the hidden sector. The hidden fields are gauge
glets and they have the VEV’s ofO(M ). The magnitudes of
WSG and F component F̃ i of z̃i are O(m3/2M

2) and
O(m3/2M ), respectively. The derivatives of the Ka¨hler po-
tential with respect toz andz* are at most of order unity~in
units where M is taken to be unity!, namely,
^KI1•••

J1•••&<O(1). This will be justified if Planck scale physics

plays an essential role in the SUSY breaking.6

~3! The gravitino mass is of order of the weak scale.7

~4! The unified gauge symmetry is broken at a scaleMX
independent of the SUSY breaking. Our vacuum soluti

5The extension of the theory with the Fayet-IliopoulosD term
@25# is straightforward. We discuss it in Appendix B.
6Our discussion is also applicable to the case of SUSY break

by gaugino condensation if the freedoms are effectively replaced
some scalar multiplets whose VEV’s are of orderM as the models
derived from SST.
7This assumption is a little too strong since we only need to

quire that the soft SUSY-breaking masses be of order of the w
scale. In fact, there is quite an interesting scenario@26# that the
gravitino mass is decoupled to the soft parameters and the ma
tude of SUSY breaking is determined by the gaugino masses.
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^zk& is near to that z0
k in the SUSY limit, i.e.,

^zk&5z0
k1O(m3/2).

8 Some observable scalar fields have the
VEV’s of O(MX).

~5! All the particles can be classified as heavy@with mass
O(MX)# or light @with massO(m3/2)#. There are no light
singlet fields which induce a large tadpole contribution to
Higgs masses by coupling to Higgs doublets renormalizably
in the superpotential. For simplicity, the light observable
fields are gauge nonsinglets and have fluctuations only of
O(m3/2). The fields classification is stable irrespective of the
SUSY breaking; i.e., the weak scale does not destabilize due
to the SUSY breaking. TheD-term contribution to the scalar
masses for the light fields is not larger than theF term one.

~6! We study the case that the equalities hold for the es-
timations of the scalar masses for simplicity.

B. Vacuum solutions

The scalar potential is given as

V5V~F !1V~D !, ~29!

V~F ![M2exp~G/M2!@GI~G21! I
JGJ23M2#, ~30!

V~D ![
1

2
~Ref21!abD

aDb. ~31!

The index I ,J, . . . runs all scalar species,i , j , . . . runs the
hidden fields, andk,l, . . . runs the observable fields. The
Da’s are deformed as

Da5Kk~Taz!k5~z†Ta!kK
k ~32!

from the gauge invariance of the superpotential.9

The vacuum solution̂zI& is determined by solving the
stationary conditions]V/]zI50. The conditions that the
SUSY not be spontaneously broken in the observable sector
are simply expressed as]W/]zk50 andDa50. We denote
the solutions of the above conditions aszk5z0

k .
The supersymmetric fermion massm IJ is given as

m IJ5 KMeG/2M
2SGIJ1

GIGJ

M2 2GI 8~G
21!J8

I 8GIJ
J8D L .

~33!

We take a basis ofzI to diagonalize the SUSY fermion
mass matrixm IJ . Then we assume that the scalar fields are
classified either as ‘‘heavy’’ complex fieldszK,zL, . . . ,
‘‘light’’ fields zk,zl , . . . , zi ,zj , . . . such asmKL5O(MX),
mkl5O(m3/2), m i j5O(m3/2), or Nambu-Goldstone fields
zA,zB, . . . ~which will be discussed just below!. The observ-
able fieldszk consist ofzK, zk, andzA. It is shown that the
hidden fieldszi belong to the light sector in Appendix A.

The mass matrix of the gauge bosons (MV
2)ab is given as

ing
by

re-
eak

gni-

8We can show that there exists at least such a vacuum solution in
the case that the scalar potential has no flat directions in the SUSY
limit.
9When the superpotential is not gauge invariant under a U~1!

transformation, the Fayet-IliopoulosD term exists@27#.
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~MV
2 !ab52^~z†Tb!kKl

k~Taz!l&, ~34!

up to the normalization due to the gauge coupling constan
and it can be diagonalized so that the gauge generators
classified into ‘‘heavy’’ ~those broken atMX) TA,TB, . . .
and ‘‘light’’ ~which remain unbroken abovem3/2)
Ta,Tb, . . . . For the heavy generators, the fields^(TAz)k&
correspond to the directions of the Nambu-Goldstone fie
in the field space, which span a vector space with the sa
dimension as the number of heavy generators. We can tak
basis of the Nambu-Goldstone multiplets,zA,zB, . . . , sothat

A2^~TAz!B&5MV
AB . ~35!

Here the Nambu-Goldstone fields are taken to be orthogo
to the heavy and light fields such as^(TAz)K&50 and
^(TAz)k&50. To be more precise, the imaginary parts of th
zA’s are the true Nambu-Goldstone bosons which are a
sorbed into the gauge bosons, and the real parts acquire
same mass of orderMX as that of the gauge bosons from th
D termV(D) in the SUSY limit. Hence the Nambu-Goldston
multiplets belong to the heavy sector.

Let us give the procedure to obtain the low-energy effe
tive theory.

~1! We calculate the VEV’s of the derivatives of the po
tential and we write down the potential as

V5
1

2
^VIJ&Dz

IDzJ1•••, ~36!

where the scalar fieldszI ’s are expanded aszI5^zI&1DzI

around the vacuum̂zI&.
~2! When there exists a mass mixing between the hea

and light sectors, we need to diagonalize them to identify t
light and heavy fields correctly.

~3! We solve the stationary conditions of the potential fo
the heavy scalar fields while keeping the light scalar fiel
arbitrary and then integrate out the heavy fields by inserti
the solutions of the stationary conditions into the potentia
We take the flat limit simultaneously.

C. Derivatives ofK andW

It is convenient to write both the Ka¨hler potentialK and
the superpotentialWSG in terms of the variationsDzI and
DzJ* as

K5^K&1^KI&Dz
I1^KJ&DzJ*1^KI

J&DzIDzJ*

1
1

2
^KIJ&Dz

IDzJ1
1

2
^KIJ&DzI*DzJ*1•••

~37!

and

WSG5^WSG&1^WSGI&Dz
I1

1

2
^WSGIJ&Dz

IDzJ

1
1

3!
^WSGIJJ8&Dz

IDzJDzJ81•••, ~38!

where the ellipses represent higher order terms inDz.
ts,
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By using the expansions~37! and ~38!, we find the esti-
mations

^Gi&5O~M !, ^GK&<O~MX!,

^GA&<O~m3/2
2 /MX!, ^Gk&50, ~39!

^Gi
j&&1, ^Gk

l&&1, ^GK
j &<O~MX /M !,

^GA
j &<O~MX /M !, ^Gk

j &50, ~40!

^Gi j &&1, ^GKL&<O~MKL /m3/2!, ^GKj&<O~MX /M !,

^GAj&<O~MX /M !, ^Gkj&50,

^GkB&&1, ^Gk l&&1, ~41!

whereMKL is the SUSY fermion mass coming from the
superpotential. Here we used the assumption that our
vacuum solution is near to that in the SUSY limit and a
perturbative argument to derive the second relation in~39!.
And we used the relations~35! and^Da&<O(m3/2

2 ) to derive
the third relation in~39!.

By using the equality from the gauge invariance~A3!, we
derive the relations

^GAkl&<O~1/MX!, ^GABl&<O~1/MX!,

^GABC&<O~1/MX!, ^GAk j&<O~1/M !,

^GABj&<O~1/M !, ^GAi j&<O~1/M ! ~42!

or

^WSGAkl&<O~m3/2/MX!, ^WSGABl&<O~m3/2/MX!,

^WSGABC&<O~m3/2/MX!, ^WSGAk j&<O~m3/2/M !,

^WSGAB j&<O~m3/2/M !, ^WSGAi j&<O~m3/2/M !. ~43!

D. Stability of gauge hierarchy

The mass-squared matrices of the scalar fields are simply
given by the VEV’s of the second derivatives of the poten-
tial. From Eqs.~29!–~32!, we get the relations

VI
J5

]2V

]zI]zJ*

5M2~eG/M
2
! I
JU1M2~eG/M

2
! IU

J1M2~eG/M
2
!JUI

1M2eG/M
2
UI
J1

1

2
~Ref21!ab,I

J DaDb

1~Ref21!ab,ID
a~Db!J1~Ref21!ab

J Da~Db! I

1~Ref21!abD
a~Db! I

J1~Ref21!ab~Da! I~D
b!J

~44!

and
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VIJ5
]2V

]zI]zJ

5M2~eG/M
2
! IJU1M2~eG/M

2
! IUJ1M2~eG/M

2
!JUI

1M2eG/M
2
UIJ1

1

2
~Ref21!ab,IJD

aDb

1~Ref21!ab,ID
a~Db!J1~Ref21!ab,JD

a~Db! I

1~Ref21!abD
a~Db! IJ1~Ref21!ab~Da! I~D

b!J .

~45!

By using the relations~39!–~43!, the VEV’s of VI
J andVIJ

are estimated as

^V~F !
K
L &5O~MX

2 !, ^V~F !
A
B&5O~m3/2

2 !,

^V~F !
k
l &5O~m3/2

2 !,

^V~F !
i
j&5O~m3/2

2 !, ^V~F !
K
B&5O~m3/2MX!,

^V~F !
K
l &5O~m3/2MX!,

^V~F !
K
j &5O~m3/2MX

2/M !, ^V~F !
A
l &5O~m3/2

2 !,

^V~F !
A
j &5O~m3/2

2 MX /M !, ^V~F !
k
j &50 ~46!

and

^VKL
~F !&5O~m3/2M !, ^VAB

~F !&5O~m3/2
2 !,

^Vkl
~F !&5O~m3/2M !,

^Vi j
~F !&5O~m3/2M !, ^VKB

~F !&5O~m3/2M !,

^VKl
~F !&5O~m3/2M !,

^VKj
~F !&5O~m3/2M !, ^VAl

~F !&5O~m3/2
2 !, ^VAj

~F !&5O~m3/2
2 !,

^Vkj
~F !&50, ~47!

respectively. The quantities of orderm3/2M in ^VIJ
(F)& origi-

nate in the term ^MeG/2M
2
GIJJ8&^F

J8&. If ^VIJ& ’s are
O(m3/2M ) for the light fieldszI , the masses of light fields
can get intermediate values after the diagonalization of m
matrix. The masses of those fermionic partners stay at
weak scale. The weak scale can be destabilized in the p
ence of weak Higgs doublets with intermediate masses. T
is so called ‘‘gauge hierarchy problem.’’ Only whe

^MeG/2M
2
GIJJ8&^F

J8& ’s meet some requirements does the
erarchy survive. In this paper, we require the conditions

^MeG/2M
2
GIJJ8&^F

J8&<O~m3/2
2 ! ~48!

for the light fieldszI andzJ,

^MeG/2M
2
GIJJ8&^F

J8&<O~MX
2 ! ~49!

for the heavy fieldszI andzJ, and
ass
the
res-
his
n
hi-

^MeG/2M
2
GKlJ8&^F

J8&<O~m3/2MX!, ~50!

^MeG/2M
2
GKjJ8&^F

J8&<O~m3/2MX
2/M !, ~51!

^MeG/2M
2
GAjJ8&^F

J8&<O~m3/2
2 MX /M !. ~52!

The conditions~48!–~52! correspond to the statement that
the magnitudes of̂ MeG/2M

2
GIJJ8&^F

J8& are equal to or
smaller than the rest terms. Thehiddenansatz trivially satis-
fies the above conditions. The gauge hierarchy problem has
been discussed based on the postulation thatMX is identified
with M in Ref. @28#.

The contributions from theD term are naively estimated
as

^V~D !
k
l&5O~MX

2 !, ^Vkl
~D !&5O~MX

2 !,

^V~D !
K
j &,^V~D !

A
j &5O~MX

3/M !,

^VKj
~D !&,^VAj

~D !&5O~MX
3/M !,

^V~D !
i
j&,^Vi j

~D !&5O~MX
4/M2!,

^V~D !
k
j &,^Vkj

~D !&50, ~53!

where we used the relation^(DA) I&5^(z†TA)kKI
k&

5O(MX)KI
A . Under the conditions that̂V(D)

I
J&<^V(F)

I
J&

and^VIJ
(D)&<^VIJ

(F)& for the light fieldszI , we obtain relations
such as

^KA
k &,^KAk&5OSm3/2

2

MX
2 D ~54!

and

^KA
i &,^KAi&5OS m3/2

2

MXM
D . ~55!

The analysis could be made based on weaker requirements
than ~48!–~55!, but we will not discuss it further to avoid a
complication and a subtlety in this paper.

E. Diagonalization of the mass matrix

The mass term is written as

Vmass5
1

2
^VÎ Ĵ&Dz

ÎDzĴ, ~56!

where DzÎ5(DzK,DzL̄[DzL* ;Dz
A,DzB̄[DzB* ;D z̃

i ,D z̃j̄[

D z̃j* ;Dz
k,Dzl̄[Dzl* ). From the discussion in the previous

subsection, the orders of^VÎ Ĵ& are estimated as

^VÎ Ĵ&5OS MX
2 MX

2 m3/2MX

MX
2 MX

2 m3/2
2

m3/2MX m3/2
2 m3/2

2
D ~57!
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for gauge nonsinglet fields (DzK̂;DzÂ;Dzk̂) and

^VÎ Ĵ&5OS MX
2 MX

2 m3/2MX
2/M

MX
2 MX

2 m3/2
2 MX /M

m3/2MX
2/M m3/2

2 MX /M m3/2
2

D
~58!

for gauge singlet fields (DzK̂;DzÂ;D z̃î ). As the matrix
^VÎ Ĵ& is Hermitian, it can be diagonalized by the use of

certain unitary matrixU
Ĵ

Î
. The mass eigenstatesf Î are re-

lated toDzÎ asf Î5U
Ĵ

Î
DzĴ. We denote the heavy fields with

massO(MX) asfĤ and the light fields with massO(m3/2)

asfL̂ whereH5(K,A) andL5( i ,k). Next we would like

to integrate out the heavy fieldsfĤ. For this purpose, it is
convenient to choose the variables

D ẑĤ5~U
Ĥ8
Ĥ

!21fĤ8, ~59!

D ẑL̂5~U
L̂8
L̂

!21fL̂8 ~60!

or

D ẑÎ5Û
Ĵ

Î
DzĴ, ~61!

Û
Ĵ

Î
[S I ~U

Ĥ8
Ĥ

!21U
L̂

Ĥ8

~U
L̂8
L̂

!21U
Ĥ

L̂8 I
D . ~62!

Here we used the fact that detU
Ĥ8

Ĥ
511O(m3/2

2 /MX
2) and

detU
L̂8

L̂
511O(m3/2

2 /MX
2) and neglected the higher orde

terms. The orders of off-diagonal elements ofÛ
Ĵ

Î
are esti-

mated as

Û
l̂

K̂
5OSm3/2

MX
D , Û

l̂

Â
5OSm3/2

2

MX
2 D , ~63!

Û
ĵ

K̂
5OSm3/2

M D , Û
ĵ

Â
5OS m3/2

2

MMX
D . ~64!

F. Calculation of the effective theory

The rest in the procedure are as follows:~1! We write

down the scalar potential by using new variablesD ẑÎ ; ~2! We
take the flat limit and integrate out the heavy fields by inse
ing the solutions of the stationary conditions into the fu
potential.

We can write down the Ka¨hler potentialK, the superpo-
tentialWSG, and theD auxiliary fieldsDa in terms of the

variationsD ẑÎ as
a

r

rt-
ll

K5^K̂&1^K̂ Î&D ẑ
Î1

1

2
^K̂ Î Ĵ&D ẑ

ÎD ẑĴ1•••, ~65!

WSG5^Ŵ&1^ŴÎ&D ẑ
Î1

1

2
^ŴÎ Ĵ&D ẑ

ÎD ẑĴ

1
1

3!
^ŴÎ ĴĴ8&D ẑ

ÎD ẑĴD ẑĴ81•••, ~66!

and

Da5~K̂l1K̂ ÎDÛl
Î !~TA!k

l@^zk&1~Û21!
Ĵ

k
D ẑĴ#, ~67!

where the ellipses represent terms of higher orders and

Û
Ĵ

Î
5d

Ĵ

Î
1DÛ

Ĵ

Î
.

For later convenience, we deformV(F) as

V~F !5exp~K̂/M2!S Ĝ k̄~K̂21!k̄lĜ l

1Ĝ ī ~K̂
21! ī j Ĝ j23

uŴu2

M2 D 1DV~F !, ~68!

where

Ĝ k̄[Ĝ k̄1Ĝ ī ~K̂
21! īm~K̂ !mk̄ , ~69!

Ĝ l[Ĝ l1~K̂ !ln̄~K̂21!n̄ j Ĝ j , ~70!

Ĝ Ī[Ŵ
Ī
*1

K̂ Ī

M2 Ŵ* , ~71!

Ĝ I[ŴI1
K̂ I

M2 Ŵ ~72!

and

~K̂21! ī j[~K̂21! ī j2~K̂21! īm~K̂ !mn̄~K̂21!n̄ j , ~73!

DV~F ![exp~K̂/M2!$Ĝ ÎD~Û !
Ī

Î
~K̂21! Ī JĜ J

1Ĝ Ī~K̂
21! Ī JĜ ĴD~Û !J

Ĵ

1Ĝ Ī@~K̂
21! ĴJD~Û21!

Ĵ

Ī

1~K̂21! Î ĪD~Û21!
Î

J
#Ĝ J%

1O„~DU ~21!!2…. ~74!

We should not confuse (K̂21) ī j , Ĝ k̄ , and Ĝ l with
(K̂21) ī j , Ĝ k̄ , andĜ l , respectively.~Note the difference of
the size of the caret.! Here (K̂)mn̄ is the inverse matrix of
(K̂21)mn̄. The scalar mass matrix is diagonalized up to
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O(m3/2/MX) in terms ofD ẑÎ , and so the fieldsD ẑk̂ can be
regarded as properly normalized fields and

^~K̂21!k̄l&5dk̄lF11OSm3/2
2

MX
2 D G ~75!

up to off-diagonal element of orderO(m3/2/MX) after the

scale transformation is made. We expandD ẑÎ in powers of
m3/2 such as

D ẑÎ5d ẑÎ1d2ẑÎ1•••, ~76!

with dnẑÎ5O(m3/2
n /MX

n21) and D ẑk̂5O(m3/2) for the light

fields, e.g.,d2ẑk̂5d3ẑk̂5•••50. In the same way, we ex-
pand theĜ l̂ , Ĝ ĵ , andD̂

a in powers ofm3/2 such as

Ĝ l̂5dĜ l̂1d2Ĝ l̂1•••, ~77!

Ĝ ĵ5dĜ ĵ1d2Ĝ ĵ1•••, ~78!

and

D̂a5dD̂a1d2D̂a1•••. ~79!

Those orders are given asdnĜ l̂5O(m3/2
n /MX

n22),
dnĜ ĵ5O(m3/2

n /Mn22), anddnD̂a5O(m3/2
n /MX

n22) up to the
factorO„(MX /M )n….

The following relations are derived from the expansio
of Ĝ l and Ĝ j :

dĜ K5^ŴK&1^ŴKL&d ẑ
L1

^Ŵ&
M2 ^K̂K&

1^~K̂ !K n̄&^~K̂
21!n̄ j&dĜ j , ~80!

d2Ĝ K5^ŴKL&d
2ẑL1^ŴKL&d ẑL1^ŴKA&d ẑA

1
1

2
^ŴKlm&d ẑld ẑm

1
1

M2 S 12 ^ŴLM&d ẑLd ẑM^K̂K&1^Ŵ&^K̂KĴ&d ẑ
ĴD

1^~K̂ !K n̄&^~K̂
21!n̄ j&d2Ĝ j1d„~K̂ !K n̄~K̂21!n̄ j

…dĜ j ,

~81!

dĜ A5^~K̂ !An̄&^~K̂
21!n̄ j&dĜ j , ~82!
ns

d2Ĝ A5^ŴAI&d ẑ
I1

1

2
^ŴAKI&d ẑ

Kd ẑI1
^Ŵ&
M2 ^K̂AĴ&d ẑ

Ĵd

1^~K̂ !An̄&^~K̂
21!n̄ j&d2Ĝ j1d„~K̂ !An̄~K̂21!n̄ j

…dĜ j

~83!

and

dĜ j5^Ŵj&1
^Ŵ&
M2 ^K̂ j&, ~84!

d2Ĝ j5^ŴjI &d ẑ
I1

1

2
^ŴjIJ&d ẑ

Id ẑJ

1
1

M2 S 12 ^ŴLM&d ẑLd ẑM^K̂ j&1^Ŵ&^K̂ j Ĵ&d ẑ
ĴD ,

~85!

respectively. While the expansion ofD̂A gives

dD̂A5^K̂l&~TA!k
ld ẑk

1~^K̂ Îl&d ẑÎ1^K̂ Î&dÛl
Î !~TA!k

l^zk&, ~86!

d2D̂A5^K̂l&~TA!k
l@d2ẑk1d~Û21!

Ĵ

k
d ẑĴ#

1~^K̂ Îl&d2ẑÎ1^K̂ Î Ĵl&d ẑÎd ẑĴ

1^K̂ Î&d
2Ûl

Î )~TA!k
l^zk&

1~^K̂ Îl&d ẑÎ1^K̂ Î&dÛl
Î !~TA!k

ld ẑk. ~87!

The stationary conditions]V/]zK50 and]V/]zA50 give

^Ŵ&KL^~K̂
21!Lm̄&dĜ m̄50, ~88!

^Ŵ&KL^~K̂
21!Lm̄&d2Ĝ m̄52dĜ m̄^~K̂21!m̄l&^ŴlsK&d ẑs

1const ~89!

and

^Ref ab
21&^~ ẑTa!m̄&^K̂Am̄&dD̂b50, ~90!
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^Ref ab
21&^~ ẑTa!m̄&^K̂Am̄&d2Db5EdĜ m̄^~K21!m̄l&

3^ŴlsA&d ẑs1const,

~91!

respectively. HereE[^exp(K/M2)&.
From Eqs.~80!, ~82!, ~84!, and ~88!, we find d ẑK50 by

using ^d ẑK&50. Equation~89! gives the solution ford2Ĝ K̄
as

d2Ĝ K̄5^Ĝ K̄&2^~K̂K̄L!&^Ŵ21&KLdĜ m̄^~K21!m̄M&

3^ŴMKl&d ẑ
l , ~92!

where a constant factor ofd2Ĝ K̄ is denoted aŝĜ K̄&. From
Eqs. ~64!, ~86!, and ~90!, we find dD̂A50 andd ẑA50. By
using the relations^ŴABk&5O(m3/2/MX) and ^ŴABi&
5O(m3/2/M ), we can show thatd2D̂A is a constant inde-
pendent of the light fields. Therefore we will denote it b
^D̂A&.

Now it is straightforward to calculate the scalar potent
V eff in the low-energy effective theory by substituting th
solutions of the stationary conditions for the heavy field
The result can be compactly expressed if we define the
fective superpotentialŴ eff as

Ŵ eff~z!5
1

2!
m̂kld ẑ

kd ẑl1
1

3!
ĥklmd ẑkd ẑld ẑm, ~93!

where

m̂kl[E1/2S ^Ŵkl&1
^Ŵ&
M2 ^K̂kl&2^K̂kl ī &^~K̂

21! ī j&dĜ j D
1~m-3/2!kl , ~94!

ĥklm[E1/2^Ŵklm&. ~95!

Then we can write down the scalar potential of effecti
theory as10

V eff5V SUSY
eff 1V soft

eff , ~96!

V SUSY
eff 5U]Ŵ eff

] ẑk
U21 1

2
ga
2@ ẑk̄~Ta! k̄l ẑ

l #2, ~97!

10Here we omitted the terms irrelevant to the gauge nonsing

fields d ẑk̂ and the terms whose magnitudes are less thanO(m3/2
4 ).
y

al
e
s.
ef-

e

V soft
eff 5AŴ eff1Bk~ ẑ!eff

]Ŵ eff

] ẑk
1H.c.

1Bk~ ẑ!effBk~ ẑ!eff1C~ ẑ!eff

1DV̂ 1DV 8~F !, ~98!

whereDV̂ 1DV 8(F) is a sum of contributions such as

DV̂ 5DV̂ 0
~F !1DV̂ 0

~D !1DV̂ 1
~F !1DV̂ 1

~D ! , ~99!

DV̂ 0
~F ![EH 2ud2Ĝ Ku21ud2Ĝ Au21dĜ Ād ĀBd38Ĝ B1 H.c.

1d2Ĝ k̄dk̄LS ^ŴLk&d ẑ
k1

1

2
^ŴLkl&d ẑ

kd ẑl1••• D
1H.c.J , ~100!

DV̂ 0
~D ![^Ref AB

21&^D̂A&^K̂ Îl&d ẑÎ~TB!k
ld ẑk, ~101!

DV̂ 1
~F ![E$dĜ k̄d28~K̂21!k̄ldĜ l1dĜ k̄d~K̂21!k̄Kd28Ĝ K

1 H.c.%, ~102!

DV̂ 1
~D ![^Ref AB

21&^D̂A&^K̂ Î Ĵl&d ẑÎd ẑĴ~TB!k
l^zk&, ~103!

DV 8~F !5E@const#L3
1

2
^ŴLkl&d ẑ

kd ẑl1H.c., ~104!

E@const#L[E$dĜ Îd~Û !
Ī

Î
^~K̂21! Ī L&1dĜ Ī^~K̂

21! Ī J&d~Û !J
L

1dĜ Ī@^~K̂
21! ĴL&d~Û21!

Ĵ

Ī

1^~K̂21! Î Ī&d~Û21!
Î

L
#%. ~105!

The quantities with a prime such asd38Ĝ B mean that the

terms proportional tod2ẑÎ are omitted. The ellipsis in Eq.
~100! represents other terms ind2Ĝ K2^ŴKL&d

2ẑL. @Refer to

Eq. ~81!.# The parametersA, Bk̄(z)eff , andC( ẑ)eff are given
as

let
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A5m3/2* 823m3/2* , ~106!

Bk~ ẑ!eff5~m3/2* 1m3/2* 91m3/2* -! k̄ld
k̄kd ẑl , ~107!

C~ ẑ!eff5EdĜ ī ^~K̂
21! ī j&S 13! ^ŴjIJJ8&d ẑ

Id ẑJd ẑJ81
^Ŵ&
M2 d28K̂ j D 1H.c.1ES dĜ īd

28~K̂21! ī jdĜ j1
^V&
M2 d28K̂ D

2$~m3/2* -! l l̄ ~m3/2- !kk̄1~m3/2- !kl~m3/2* -! k̄l̄ %d
k l̄d ẑk̄d ẑl2$~m3/2- !mld

mk̄~m3/2* 1m3/2* 9! k̄kd ẑ
kd ẑl1H.c.%

1AFE1/2S ^Ŵ&
M2 ^K̂kl&2^K̂kl ī &^~K̂

21! ī j&dĜ j D 1~m3/2- !klGd ẑkd ẑl , ~108!
o

r

a

where

~m3/2!k l̄5E1/2^Ŵ&
M2 dk l̄ , ~109!

m3/28 5E1/2^K̂ ī &
M2 ^~K̂21! ī j&dĜ j , ~110!

~m3/29 !k l̄52E1/2^K̂k l̄ ī &^~K̂
21! ī j&dĜ j , ~111!

~m3/2- !k l̂52E1/2^K̂k l̂ Ā&^~K̂21!Āl&dĜ l . ~112!

TheDV̂ 0
(D) andDV̂ 1

(D) come from theD term of the heavy
gauge sector and are referred to as theD-term contributions,
while the others are called theF-term contributions.

The scalar potential obtained should be regarded as
effective theory renormalized at the scaleMX . This potential
serves a matching condition when we solve one-loop ren
malization group equations above and below the scaleMX .
The potential is written in terms of SUGRA, and so it will be
useful to disclose the structure of SUGRA from the measu
ment of the SUSY spectrum.

We should consider the renormalization effects for th
soft SUSY-breaking parameters and diagonalize the sca
mass matrix̂ Vk̂l̂ & after SU~2! L3U~1!Y breaking to derive
the weak scale SUSY spectrum.

IV. FEATURES OF THE EFFECTIVE LAGRANGIAN

The effective theory obtained in the previous section h
some excellent features. We discuss two topics.

A. Chirality-conserving mass

Let us discuss achirality-conserving mass (m2)k l̄ ,

namely, the coefficient ofd ẑkd ẑl̄ . They are easily extracted
from V soft

eff and given by
the

r-

e-

e
lar

s

~m2!k l̄5~m0
2!k l̄1~DV̂ 0!k l̄1~DV̂ 1!k l̄ , ~113!

~m0
2!k l̄[

]

] ẑk
Bm~ ẑ!eff

]

] ẑl̄
Bm~ ẑ! eff1

]2

] ẑk] ẑl̄
C~ ẑ!eff ,

~114!

~DV̂ 0!k l̄[
]2

] ẑk] ẑl̄
DV̂ 0

~F !1^Ref AB
21&^D̂A&~TB!k l̄ ,

~115!

~DV̂ 1!k l̄[
]2

] ẑk] ẑl̄
DV̂ 1

~F !12^Ref AB
21&^D̂A&^K̂k l̄l&~TB!k

l^zk&.

~116!

The term (m0
2)k l̄ is present before the heavy sector is inte-

grated out and so it respects the original unified gauge sym-
metry. On the other hand, other terms coming fromDV̂ can
pick out effects of the symmetry breaking.

The last terms in Eqs.~115! and ~116! are theD-term
contributions. We discuss the conditions of their existence.
The nonzero VEV of theD term is allowed for a U~1! factor,
i.e., a diagonal generator from the gauge invariance. And the
D term for an unbroken generator cannot have its VEV. Thus
it can arise when the rank of the gauge group is reduced by
the gauge symmetry breaking. TheD-term contribution is
proportional to the charge of the broken U~1! factor and
gives mass splittings within the same multiplet in the full
theory. We can rewrited2D̂A5^D̂A& as

^D̂A&52~MV
22!ABEdĜ kdĜ l̄$Gm̄

kl̄~ ẑTB!m̄1Gm̄k~TB!m̄
l̄ %
~117!

by using the gauge invariance. We can see that the VEV’s
vanish up toO(m3/2

4 /MX
2) at M when the Ka¨hler potential
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has a minimal structure.11 Hence a sizableD-term contribu-
tion can appear atM when the Ka¨hler potential has a non-
minimal structure.

The other terms in Eqs.~115! and~116! are related to the
F terms. They can be neglected in the case that the supe
tential couplings are weak andR-parity conservation is as-
sumed. Therefore phenomenologically theD-term contribu-
tion to the scalar masses is important to probe SUSY-GU
models because it can give an additional contribution
squarks, sleptons, and Higgs bosons@17#.

B. Specific case

Finally we discuss the relation between our result and th
in Ref. @14#. For later convenience, we list features in th
approach of Ref.@14#.

~1! The starting theory is a unified theory obtained b
taking the flat limit of SUGRA with a certain type of tota
Kähler potential, and so terms of orderm3/2

4 (MX /M )n are
neglected. Since the unification scaleMX is now believed to
be lower than the gravitational scaleM from LEP data@11#,
this procedure can be justified in such a model. However
will be important when higher order corrections are to b
considered. Then we must incorporate threshold effects a
loop effects.

~2! The hidden assumption on the superpotential wa
taken because it was proposed to discuss consequences
pendent of the details of each model. The stability of th
gauge hierarchy is automatically guaranteed under this
sumption.

~3! Heavy-light mixing, in general, can occur after so
SUSY-breaking terms are incorporated. Then we must re
fine the scalar fields by diagonalizing the mass matrix. It w
assumed that there is no heavy-light mixing after the SUS
breaking.

We shall derive the previous one,Veff(non), from our scalar
potentialV eff by referring to the list.

~1! When we take the limitMX /M→0, we find that some
terms vanish. For example, (m3/2- )k l̂ andDV̂ 1 vanish.

~2! We take thehiddenansatz^Ŵj •••k•••&50. Then the
trilinear coupling constant is reduced to

AE1/2^Ŵklm&1
1

2
~m3/2* 1m3/2* 9!kk̄d

k̄n^Ŵnlm&. ~118!

~3! When we take a model with no heavy-light mixing
DV 8(F) does not exist. We can find an ansatz for the Ka¨hler
potential that the heavy-light mixing does not occur in th
gauge nonsinglet sector after taking the flat limit. For e
ample, the ansatz

K5K ~H!~zH,zH* ; z̃,z̃* !1K ~k!~zk,zk* ; z̃,z̃* ! ~119!

fulfills our requirement.
We find thatV eff reduces toVeff(non), after the above pro-

cedures.

11TheD-term contributions can be sizable atMX by the radiative
correction even when they vanish atM .
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We have derived the low-energy effective Lagrangian
from SUGRA with nonminimal structure and unified gauge
symmetry under some physical assumptions and require
ments in a model-independent manner. We have calculate
the scalar potential by taking the flat limit and integrating out
the heavy sector. The result is summarized in Eqs.~93!–
~112!. The potential is written down in terms of SUGRA, and
so it will be useful to disclose the structure of SUGRA from
measurement of the SUSY spectrum. We state our chief re
sults in correspondence with the assumptions.

We have assumed that the starting SUGRA consists of a
nonminimal Kälher potential and a superpotential without
the hidden ansatz. It is important to investigate its conse-
quences at low energy because nonminimal SUGRA appear
naturally in many circumstanses. For example, SST’s lead to
nonminimal SUGRA’s effectively. Even if SUGRA has the
minimal structure at the tree level, it can get renormalized
and as a result, in general, become nonminimal. The non
minimality leads to nonuniversal soft SUSY-breaking terms
as pointed out in Ref.@21#. The dangerousB term, which
destabilizes the weak scale, can exist if any conditions are
not imposed on Yukawa couplings in the superpotential.

We have assumed that SUGRA has unified gauge symme
try which is broken down atMX . Some scalar fields get the
VEV’s of O(MX). There exist heavy fields with masses of
O(MX) in addition to light fields with masses ofO(m3/2). In
such a situation, there appear extra nonuniversal contribu
tions to the soft SUSY-breaking terms reflected in the com-
bination of the nonminimality of Ka¨lher potential and the
breakdown of extra gauge symmetry. The most important
one comes from theD-term condensations of the heavy
gauge sector. This contribution is proportional to the charge
of broken diagonal generators, and so we can know the larg
gauge symmetry by the precision measurement of scala
masses. Its phenomenological implications were discussed i
Ref. @17#. Another important point is the gauge hierarchy
problem. Many SUSY-GUT models achieve a small Higgs
doublet masses by a fine-tuning of the parameters in the su
perpotential. If SUSY breaking due to the hidden field con-
densations is turned on, a SUSY-breaking Higgs boson mas
term can become heavy and the weak scale can be destab
lized. We have shown that the masses of light fields remain
at the weak scale if the couplings of hidden-sector fields to
visible-sector fields in the superpotential satisfy certain re-
quirements.

We have identified the gravitino mass at the weak scale
However, our argument can be applied to models in which
the gravitino mass is decoupled to the soft parameters; tha
is, soft parameters except gaugino masses vanish atM @26#.
Then we should use gaugino masses in place ofm3/2 as a
parameter in the expansion because the scalar potential ge
the radiative corrections due to gauginos.

Our procedure is applicable to effective SUGRA’s derived
from SST’s. It is known that there are many string models
with G3U(1)n @29# and some models have anomalous U~1!
symmetry@30# which generates a Fayet-IliopoulosD term by
one-loop effects@31#. The anomalies are canceled by the
Green-Schwarz mechanism@32#. The form of the effective
theory reflects the breakdown of extra gauge symmetry, and
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so it is important to search for a realistic string model
taking care of extra U~1! symmetries.

We have rederived the results in Ref.@14# by taking the
limit MX /M→0 and imposing some ansatz. We also ha
treated SUGRA with a Fayet-IliopoulosD term at the tree
level independently to avoid a complication.

It is believed that measurements of the SUSY spectrum
the weak scale can be useful in probing physics at SU
GUT, SUGRA, and/or SST, if the SUSY-breaking scena
through the gauge singlet sector in SUGRA is realized
nature. Hence precision measurements should be carried
by colliders in the near future.
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APPENDIX A: CONSEQUENCES OF ŠV/zI ‹50

In this appendix, we give some consequences of the
tionary conditionŝVI&[^]V/]zI&50. From Eq.~2!, we find

VI5M2~eG/M
2
! IU1M2eG/M

2
UI1

1

2
~Ref21!ab,ID

aDb

1~Ref21!abD
a~Db! I

5GIe
G/M2

U1M2eG/M
2
$GIJ~K

21!J8
J GJ8

2GI 8~K
21!J

I 8KIJ8
J

~K21! I 9
J8GI 91GI%

1
1

2
~Ref21!ab,ID

aDb1~Ref21!abD
a~z†Tb!JKI

J .

~A1!

Let us now multiply (Taz) I to the above, or project on a
heavy-real direction. Using the identities derived from t
gauge invariance of the total Ka¨hler potential,

GIJ~T
az!J1GJ~T

a! I
J2KI

J~z†Ta!J50, ~A2!

GIJJ8~T
az!J81GIJ8~T

a!J
J81GJJ8~T

a! I
J8

2~z†Ta!J8KIJ
J850, ~A3!

KIJ8
J

~Taz!J81KJ8
J

~Ta! I
J82@GJ8~z†Ta!J8# I

J50, ~A4!

we obtain

VI~T
az! I5M2eG/M

2
~21U/M2!Da2FIFJ* @GI 8~z†Ta! I 8# I

J

1
1

2
~Ref21!bg,I~T

az! IDbDg

1~Ref21!bg~Taz! IKI
J~z†Tg!JD

b. ~A5!
by

ve

at
SY
rio
in
out

I.
ns.
c
f

sta-

he

Taking its VEV, we find

05m3/2
2 ~21^U&/M2!^Da&2^FI&^FJ* &^@GI 8~z†Ta! I 8# I

J&

1
1

2
^~Ref21!bg,I~T

az! I&^Db&^Dg&

1
1

2
^~Ref21!bg&~MV

2 !ag^Db&, ~A6!

where (MV
2)ab52^(z†Tb)JKI

J(Taz) I& is, up to the normal-
ization due to the gauge coupling constants, the mass matrix
of the gauge bosons. Recalling that (MV

2)ab are assumed to
beO(MX

2) for broken generators of the GUT symmetry, we
conclude

^Da&<O~m3/2
2 !, ~A7!

as the first three terms of Eq.~A6! are already of order
m3/2
2 MX

2 or less. It is noteworthy that quite a similar equation
to ~A7! is obtained for the case of a nonlinear realization of
the gauge symmetry.

From Eqs.~4! and~A7!, we find^GA&<O(m3/2
2 /MX). By

using relations~39!, we find

^F̃ i* &5O~m3/2M !, ~A8!

^Fk* &<O~m3/2MX!. ~A9!

We now return tô VI&50 itself. Taking the VEV of Eq.
~A1! and using the relations~39! and ~A7!, we find

^MeG/2M
2
GI j &^F

I&5O~m3/2
2 M !, ~A10!

^MeG/2M
2
GIl&^FI&<O~m3/2

2 MX!. ~A11!

Since^MeG/2M
2
GIJ&5m IJ1O(m3/2), the above reads

m I j ^F
I&5O~m3/2

2 M !, ~A12!

m Il^FI&<O~m3/2
2 MX!. ~A13!

Since we assume thatmKL is O(MX) for heavy complex
fields,12 we find

^FK&<O~m3/2
2 !. ~A14!

The relationm i j5O(m3/2) is derived from the above rela-
tions ~A8! and ~A12!. Therefore, in our convention, the
hidden-sector fields are contained in the light sector.

We can derive the following formula for theD-term con-
densation:

12Note that a careful analysis tells us that̂FK&
<O(m3/2

2 ^zK&/MK), whereMK is the mass ofzK from the super-
potential. Thus as far aŝzK&;MK , the VEV of its F term is
always small,;m3/2

2 .
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^Da&52~MV
22!ab^FI&^FJ* &^@GI 8~z†Tb! I 8# I

J& ~A15!

from Eq. ~A6!. We shall discuss the condition that sizabl
D-term condensations ofO(m3/2

2 ) exist atM . In the case
with a minimal Kähler potential, formula~A15! turns into a
simpler form as

^Da&52~MV
22!ab^FI&^FJ* &~Tb! I

J . ~A16!

It is shown that the ^Da& is estimated as less than
O(m3/2

4 /MX
2) becausê FK&<O(m3/2

2 ) and ^FA&5m3/2̂ G
A&

<O(m3/2
3 /MX) in the absence of a Fayet-IliopoulosD term.

Hence we find that the existence of a nonminimal Ka¨hler
potential and/or Fayet-IliopoulosD term is essential to the
appearance of sizableD-term condensations atM .

APPENDIX B: SUGRA WITH A FAYET-ILIOPOULOS
D TERM

In this appendix, we investigate the low-energy theo
derived from SUGRA with a Fayet-IliopoulosD term at the
tree level. This subject has not been completely examined
the literature@33,34#. The theory has necessarily local U~1!
symmetry@27#. The superpotential is not neutral for this U~1!
charge. Hereafter we denote the Fayet-Iliopoulos U~1! sym-
metry as U~1!R . The anomaly cancellation condition relate
to U~1!R can give a strong constraint on model building@34#.

Let us explain our starting point. The gauge group
G5GSM3U(1)R where GSM is the SM gauge group
SU~3!C3SU~2! L3U~1!Y . Two types of chiral multiples ex-
ist. One is a set ofGSM singlet fields denoted asz̃i . Some of
them have nonzero U~1!R charge and induce U~1!R break-
ing. We assume that SUSY is broken by theF-term conden-
sations ofz̃’s. The second one is a set ofGSM nonsinglet
fields zk. For simplicity, we treat allzk’s as light fields. Of
course, we can generalize the case that the gauge grou
y

in

s

p is

G5GU3U~1!R whereGU is a unified group.
The scalar potential is given as

V5V~F !1V~D !, ~B1!

V~F ![M2exp~G/M2!@GI~G21! I
JGJ23M2#, ~B2!

V~D ![
1

2
ga
2~Da!21

1

2
gR
2~DR!2, ~B3!

where the indexI ,J, . . . runs over all scalar species, the in-
dexa runs over the generators of the SM gauge group, and
DR[GI(Q

Rz) I . Here we denote the gauge coupling constant
and U~1! charge of U~1!R asgR andQR , respectively. We
find thatDR contains a constant termQR(W)M2 since

DR5KI~Q
Rz! I1QR~W!M2, ~B4!

where we used the fact that the superpotential carries a non-
zeroU(1)R chargeQR(W), i.e.,

]WSG

]z
~QRz! I5QR~W!WSG. ~B5!

It is easy to find that a Fayet-IliopoulosD term @25# exists in
the second term ofV(D). Note that the coefficient of the
Fayet-IliopoulosD term is fixed from the U~1!R symmetry.

The U~1!R is broken by the condensations ofz̃ because
V(D) is a dominant part ofV. The orders of those VEV’s are
estimated as^z̃&5O(M ). Hence the breaking scale of
U~1!R is of orderM .

Now we compute the scalar potential of the low-energy
effective theory by taking the flat limit and integrating out
the heavy fields inz̃’s simultaneously. TheD-term contribu-
tion is added to the scalar masses in comparison with the
result in Ref.@21#. We write it down in the form that the
scalar masses are read off,
V~FI!5VSUSY
~FI! 1Vsoft

~FI!1DV ~FI!, ~B6!

VSUSY
~FI! 5U]Ŵ

]zk U21 1

2
ga
2@zk* ~Ta!l

kzl#2, ~B7!

Vsoft
~FI!5AŴ1Bk~z!

]Ŵ

]zk 1H.c.1H S um3/2u21
^V&
M2 D dk

l1^F̃ i&~Kik
m Km

jl2Kik
jl!^F̃ j* &

1gR
2^DR&Qk

Rdk
lJ zkzl*1$2^F̃ i&Hikl

j ^F̃ j* &1m3/2̂ F̃
i&Hikl1m3/2* ^F̃ j* &Hkl

j %zkzl1H.c. , ~B8!

DV~FI!5
]Ŵ*

] z̃i*
^~K21! i

j&
]Ŵ

] z̃j
1^F̃ i&

]Ŵ

] z̃i
1H.c., ~B9!

up to constant terms and higher order terms ofO(m3/2
5 /M ). HereBk(z), C(z,z* ), Ŵ , andŴ have been already defined in

Sec. II C.
We find that the U~1!R D-term contribution to scalar masses can destroy universality among scalar masses atM . ~Its

existence was suggested in Ref.@33#, but we have proved it by deriving the full low-energy scalar potential from SUGRA
directly.! As its contribution is proportional to the U~1!R charge, the U~1!R charge of matters can be known from measure-
ments of the weak scale SUSY spectrum.
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